Press release
Euroboor B60 and B60S beveling machines
Powerful, with an unique bevel depth of 24 mm
Zoetermeer, March 6th 2019 – Regardless of company size, specialism or activities, at Euroboor you
always find the perfect match. Euroboor designs, develops and produces industrial portable tools inhouse and listens to the market by staying in close contact with the end-users. Therefore, Euroboor
introduced the B60 and B60S beveling machines. Two premium machines, especially designed for the
perfect pre-processing of your metal workpiece.
Unique in the market
With a maximum bevel depth of 24 mm, at an angle of 45˚, the B60 and B60S beveling machines are
unique in the market. The brand new beveling machines have a very powerful High Efficiency motor
and are suitable for both plate and pipe material. Both machines also have a clear indicator for anglesetting and the wide and soft handles make them very comfortable to work with.
More features and suitable for multiple materials
The B60S beveling machine distinguishes itself from the B60 thanks to its exceptional powerful 1800
W motor, making this machine very suitable for processing stainless steel. The B60S has a variable
speed, including material type indicator and last but not least it has overload protection.
Features:
-

Maximum bevel depth of 24 mm, at an angle of 45˚
Powerful High Efficiency motor
Smooth control with clear, precise and simple (protected) control buttons
Clear indicator for angle-setting, up to 60˚
Suitable for both plate and pipe material up to 300 mm
Simple replacement and indexation of the cutting plates
Wide and soft handles

Extra features B60S:
-

Exceptional powerful motor (1800 W)
Variable speed, including material type indicator
Extremely suitable for stainless steel (with the use of stainless steel guide plate)
Overload protection

About Euroboor
Euroboor is a manufacturer and distributor of industrial portable tools since 1977. With five offices
worldwide and a local network of dealers, Euroboor is actively involved in over 70 countries. Our
products are considered to be the market standard in quality, reliability, efficiency and accuracy. It’s
our goal to exceed our customer’s expectations for working with Euroboor tools.
Note for the editors:
For more information contact Euroboor: marketing@euroboor.nl or +31 (0) 79 361 49 90.

